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DUO is a program designed to solve a coupled Schro¨dinger equation for the motion of nuclei of a given diatomic
molecule characterized by an arbitrary set of electronic states.a DUO is capable of both refining potential energy curves (by
fitting data to experimental energies or transition frequencies) and producing line lists. Our most recent results of applying
DUO to produce hot line lists for open-shell diatomic molecules include NO,b SiH,c PS and PO,d C2,e SN and SH,f and
AlH.g The published version of DUO only considers truly bound states. We are now working on extending DUO to treat
quasi-bound or resonance states, or indeed the continuum itself, using the stabilization method.h As an illustration, we
present simulations of spectra of the quasi-bound system A 1 – X 1+ of AlH and of the continuum system A 1 –
X 1+ and B 1+ – X 1+ of NaCl.
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